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Because of this problem, a number of approximations have been i developed for special regions of angle and energy. A series expansion valid at large impact parameters (small scattering angles) was developed by Lehmann and Leibfried 2 and by Smith et al. 3 This series converges rapidly at high energy and has pr6ved extremely useful in interpreting experiments at small angles inc.luding the "rainbow"
angle region. 4 In thi~ paper we will consider an analogous expansion for small im~act parameter collisions. Recently a number of experments have studied scattering in this region of large deflection angles.
Three simple repulsive potentials will be used as examples with this large-angle expansion . . They are the repulsive power potential v = K/rs, the exponential' repulsive potential V = A exp(-r/a),
.~ :
and the screened Coulomb potential x = A(')exp(-r/a).
For the first potential F~lder5 has given exact values of the deflection angle and cross secionfor selected values of s. Everhart et a1 6 have computed a few differential cross sections for the screened Coulomb potential, and RObinson' has compiled a large table of deflection angles for both the ~creened Coulomb and exponential repulsive potentials.
In this work we will closely examine the large-angle expansion.
The first two terms of the expansion will be evaluated and compared with exact calculations. Both deflection angle~ and differential cross sections are considered. The region of convergence of the series is investigated, and useful numerical formulas for reproducing the first two terms of the series are presented.
THEORY
The classical deflection angle in the center of mass coordinate system i.5 obtained from
bisthe classical impact parameter, and E = 1/2ll",2 is the relative kinetic energy of the collision. The turning point, I'm' is the largest solution of the equation
The classical differential cross ~ection 1(6) can then be obtained from 
This, integrand 'is -well~behavedln' t,fle region' c'to' l~ althougp it must'
be ~valuated· analytically at Z = 0.:' The iritegral itself was dorie fo'r small impact parameter:
The coefficients, as shown by Leibfried,9 are computed from
with (12) Here v = V(r)/E, VI = dv/dr, and ~o is the turning point for col-
must be solved to find roo On6e the coefficient~ <l>n are computed, the differential cross section rCa) can be computed from Eq. (6). This involves a series reversion 'which is easily carried out for the first few terms. For example,keeping terms through order <1>1 ' we get near 8=n the results n-9 = .ob + <I> b'
1 .
+ . . .
The last ~quation shows the well kn6wn resultthaf r(8=n) = <P 0
Although the term sine can be expanded in a power series in (n-a), it is best to leave Eq. (15) as written. This is because Eq. (14) with just two terms is often accurate out to e = n/2, whereas similar -, accuracy in sine would require at least four terms .
Unfortunately, the infinite series in Eqs. (9) and (10) havebeene~aluate-dan'alyticallY by 'Leib~fri~d;9wh-O ob'tained
. and B' (X"y)is the Beta function, defined in terms of the' Gamma function as B{.x,y) = r(x)r(y)/r(x+y)'.
, In par-t:i.cular, we have , :
..
4>l(E) -(E/K)3/ ss -2 (s-6Jr(3/s)r(1/2)/f(1/2+3/S). (20) Since the quantit~{K/E)J/S has unit~ b~ length, the redu6ed-'dlffet.ential 'cross section at e'= 7T' is -"
with -,
,.' : 2). Thus, the closers is to the true value, the better the potential, but it is hard to generalize beyond this.
The 'potential parameter s can be obtained from the behavior of I(e) away from e=n. We can rewrite Eq. (15) as
The furtction h(s) is shown in ~. :
We have compared the exact dj.fferential cross section I(e) with t " the two-term approximation in Eq.' (23). 
ExroNENTIAL REPULSIVE POTINTIAL_
The c6efficients <Pn for the exponential repulsive potential.
V=A exp(-r!a) must be evaluated numerically from Eq. (11).
The first two coefficiertts can be written.
Here we have set Ro = ro/a, and using Eq .. (13) we can easily show that
Although.these integrals -can not be done analytically, they can be . :') ~;. ;
• 9 when the appropriate integral does not converge at x=oo. The results are:
n=o n 0 Th~ coefficients C n are tabulated in Table I. (28) (29) For large ~ the expansion is worth examining in some detail.
For all x we can write , where the sums Sn are given by SinCe Ak-k-~ for large k, Sn converges for n>1/2 and very rapidly for large n. Conveniently, A 1 , which converges very slowly, can be evaluated analytically.
Using Eq. (30), we know that
Integrating both sides from a to 1 gives 
The first fivecoeff1cients G n and Hn are tabulated in Table I . 
The coefficients Dn,E n , In' I n , Kn' and Ln are given in Table III .
For H greater than 16.1, Eqs. 
The function i(A/E) is graphed in Fig. (4) . If A is known, an absolute measu~e~ent of I(w) at a known energy E will give the potential parameter a, b~t any uncertainty in A will lead to appreciable errors in a.
For example, near A/E=lOO (R ~11.6) a 10% error in A would, change a by 
in the limit of A/E = 1. This is a somewhat broader range thari for the repulsive powe~ potential, but the comments ~ade for the latter potential apply here as well. Either measurements of I(e)/I(n) must extend to angles considerably smaller than 8=n/2 or the measurements themsel~esmust be very accurate if A is to b~ determined accurately.
Thus, a 1% error in ICe) at 6=11'/2 would givc-ah8.6%'error in A if
A/E~lOO. 
Again we have set Ro=r~/a, -and it is Obtained by solVing the equation
In general, -CPo and -~l must be detcrminednuinerlcally, but.expansl,ohs:
--. The first five coefficients Mn and N n are given in Table IV . ( 58) ,
14 .. 
The function H(A/E) is also shown in Fig. (6) . At large AlE it appr6aches 1/6 (hard sphere result), whereas at sm~lLA/E it levels off at -1/3. This is a much narrower spread th~n for either of the other two potentials, and the comments made earlier about the necessity' 64) with a large number of terms would reproduce 1(8).
SUMMARY
Th~behavior of the classical deflection angle 8 and the classical differenti~l cross sectionI(e) has been investigated for small impact parameter collisions, where e is large. The series expansion fore valid near e=w has b~en examined, and expressions for the first two terms of the series have been presented for three simple repulsive potentials. It has been seen that using only these two terms gives accurate values of I(e) in the region from 8=TI to e~TI/2 for most energi~s. The effect of any experimental error on the derived potential has also been explored. In brief, accurate measurements of I(e) in the region B=TI/2 to e=TI will yield the repulsive part of the intermolecular potential, but this potential is quite sensitive to experimental uncertainties in I(e). '?','
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